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FULL SPECTRUM CUSTOMIZABILITY
Create, control, and champion your playstyle with the new Razer Basilisk V3—the quintessential ergonomic gaming mouse for
customized performance. With 10+1 programmable buttons, an intelligent scroll wheel, and a heavy dose of Razer Chroma™ RGB, it's
time to light up the competition your way.

PLAY IT YOUR WAY. LIKE NEVER BEFORE.
10+1 PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS
Assign all your macros and secondary functions across 11 easy-access buttons—including its acclaimed multi-function trigger—to
execute essential actions like push-to-talk, ping, and more.

HIGH PROFILE PERFORMANCE.
Seamlessly switch between any of your custom button profiles via a programmable button underneath the mouse for optimized
performance with every game and task.

PERFECTING SCROLLING.
RAZER™ HYPERSCROLL TILT WHEEL.
Our latest scroll wheel innovation offers a new level of functionality you can definitely put a finger on. Offering two types of scrolling
for more flexibility, it can also toggle automatically between them for truly seamless use thanks to a cutting-edge intelligent function.

TACTILE CYCLING MODE
For high-precision and distinct notched scrolling ideal for cycling through weapons or skills.

SMART-REEL MODE
Enabled via Razer Synapse, the scroll wheel automatically shifts from tactile to free-spin mode when you scroll faster.

FREE-SPIN SCROLLING MODE
For smooth, high-speed scrolling perfect for covering content quickly or emulating repeated game commands.

VIRTUAL ACCELERATION
By turning on this Razer Synapse feature, you’ll be able to increase the mouse’s scroll speed the faster you scroll, allowing you to
nagivate through lengthy documents and articles at an even quicker rate.

4-WAY SCROLLING.
The Razer™ HyperScroll Tilt Wheel’s clear design direction gives this
customizable gaming mouse an added dimension of scroll movement and input.

RGB THAT’S OFF THE CHARTS.
11 RAZER™ CHROMA RGB LIGHTING ZONES.
Bask in the Razer Basilisk V3’s glory as you customize each zone from over 16.8 million colors and countless lighting effects, all



while it reacts dynamically with over 150 Chroma-integrated games.

POWER BEYOND LOGIC.
DOWN TO EVERY LAST DETAIL.

RAZER™ OPTICAL
MOUSE SWITCHES GEN-2
With switches that clock in at a blistering 0.2ms actuation speed for up to 70 million clicks, you can expect nothing but crisp,
responsive execution with zero misclicks.

RAZER™ FOCUS+ 26K DPI
OPTICAL SENSOR
Enjoy responsive, pixel-precise aim with an improved sensor that flawlessly tracks your movement with zero spinouts.

ICONIC ERGONOMIC DESIGN WITH THUMB REST
Favored by millions worldwide, the mouse’s ergonomic form factor perfectly supports your hand while its buttons are optimally
positioned for quick and easy access.

5 ON-BOARD MEMORY PROFILES
Be ready to compete anywhere with access to your custom keybinds, DPI, and twice the inputs via the Razer HyperShift function.

100% PTFE MOUSE FEET
This customizable gaming mouse glides smoothly across any surface with mouse feet made from the purest, highest grade of PTFE.

#GOGREENWITHRAZER
This product has been awarded the UL ECOLOGO® and manufactured with product life cycle thinking in mind—minimizing
environmental impact at every step of its journey.

EASE OF DISASSEMBLY
Disassembly and repair references are appropriate to the standard

MANAGEMENT OF MATERIALS
Complies with EU restricted substance regulations

DERMAL BIOCOMPATIBILITY
Evaluated for skin sensitization

RESPONSIBLE MANUFACTURING
Manufactured in facilities committed to environmentally responsible management as evidenced by certification to ISO 14001

ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED PACKAGING
Product uses FSC-certified and sustainable soy-ink printing packaging

TRANSPARENCY
Disclosure of sustainability reporting and policies

RECYCLING PROGRAM
Recycling program and partners are appropriate to standard

Zusammenfassung

FULL SPECTRUM CUSTOMIZABILITY
Create, control, and champion your playstyle with the new Razer Basilisk V3—the quintessential ergonomic gaming mouse for
customized performance. With 10+1 programmable buttons, an intelligent scroll wheel, and a heavy dose of Razer Chroma™ RGB, it's
time to light up the competition your way.

PLAY IT YOUR WAY. LIKE NEVER BEFORE.
10+1 PROGRAMMABLE BUTTONS
Assign all your macros and secondary functions across 11 easy-access buttons—including its acclaimed multi-function trigger—to
execute essential actions like push-to-talk, ping, and more.

HIGH PROFILE PERFORMANCE.



Seamlessly switch between any of your custom button profiles via a programmable button underneath the mouse for optimized
performance with every game and task.

PERFECTING SCROLLING.
RAZER™ HYPERSCROLL TILT WHEEL.
Our latest scroll wheel innovation offers a new level of functionality you can definitely put a finger on. Offering two types of scrolling for
more flexibility, it can also toggle automatically between them for truly seamless use thanks to a cutting-edge intelligent function.

TACTILE CYCLING MODE
For high-precision and distinct notched scrolling ideal for cycling through weapons or skills.

SMART-REEL MODE
Enabled via Razer Synapse, the scroll wheel automatically shifts from tactile to free-spin mode when you scroll faster.

FREE-SPIN SCROLLING MODE
For smooth, high-speed scrolling perfect for covering content quickly or emulating repeated game commands.

VIRTUAL ACCELERATION
By turning on this Razer Synapse feature, you’ll be able to increase the mouse’s scroll speed the faster you scroll, allowing you to
nagivate through lengthy documents and articles at an even quicker rate.

4-WAY SCROLLING.
The Razer™ HyperScroll Tilt Wheel’s clear design direction gives this
customizable gaming mouse an added dimension of scroll movement and input.

RGB THAT’S OFF THE CHARTS.
11 RAZER™ CHROMA RGB LIGHTING ZONES.
Bask in the Razer Basilisk V3’s glory as you customize each zone from over 16.8 million colors and countless lighting effects, all while
it reacts dynamically with over 150 Chroma-integrated games.

POWER BEYOND LOGIC.
DOWN TO EVERY LAST DETAIL.

RAZER™ OPTICAL
MOUSE SWITCHES GEN-2
With switches that clock in at a blistering 0.2ms actuation speed for up to 70 million clicks, you can expect nothing but crisp, responsive
execution with zero misclicks.

RAZER™ FOCUS+ 26K DPI
OPTICAL SENSOR
Enjoy responsive, pixel-precise aim with an improved sensor that flawlessly tracks your movement with zero spinouts.

ICONIC ERGONOMIC DESIGN WITH THUMB REST
Favored by millions worldwide, the mouse’s ergonomic form factor perfectly supports your hand while its buttons are optimally
positioned for quick and easy access.

5 ON-BOARD MEMORY PROFILES
Be ready to compete anywhere with access to your custom keybinds, DPI, and twice the inputs via the Razer HyperShift function.

100% PTFE MOUSE FEET
This customizable gaming mouse glides smoothly across any surface with mouse feet made from the purest, highest grade of PTFE.

#GOGREENWITHRAZER
This product has been awarded the UL ECOLOGO® and manufactured with product life cycle thinking in mind—minimizing
environmental impact at every step of its journey.

EASE OF DISASSEMBLY
Disassembly and repair references are appropriate to the standard

MANAGEMENT OF MATERIALS
Complies with EU restricted substance regulations

DERMAL BIOCOMPATIBILITY
Evaluated for skin sensitization

RESPONSIBLE MANUFACTURING



Manufactured in facilities committed to environmentally responsible management as evidenced by certification to ISO 14001

ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERRED PACKAGING
Product uses FSC-certified and sustainable soy-ink printing packaging

TRANSPARENCY
Disclosure of sustainability reporting and policies

RECYCLING PROGRAM
Recycling program and partners are appropriate to standard

Razer Basilisk V3, Right-hand, Optical, USB Type-A, 26000 DPI, Black

Razer Basilisk V3. Form factor: Right-hand. Movement detection technology: Optical, Device interface: USB Type-A, Movement
resolution: 26000 DPI, Buttons type: Pressed buttons, Buttons quantity: 11, Scroll type: Wheel. Illumination colour: Multi. Power source:
Cable. Product colour: Black

 

Merkmale

  

Power

Power source Cable

 

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS)
code

8471607000

Country of origin China

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 75 mm
Depth 130 mm
Height 42 mm
Weight 127 g

 

Design

Form factor Right-hand
Product colour Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Illumination Yes
Illumination colour Multi

 

Packaging data

Quantity 1
Package width 99 mm
Package depth 50 mm
Package height 155 mm
Package weight 208 g

 

Mouse

Purpose Gaming
Device interface USB Type-A
Movement detection technology Optical
Buttons type Pressed buttons
Scroll type Wheel
Buttons quantity 11
Movement resolution 26000 DPI
Mouse tracking speed 650 ips
Number of programmable buttons11
Number of scroll wheels 1
Scrolling directions Vertical
Built-in memory Yes
Buttons durability (million clicks) 70

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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